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 to gparted 0.12.2. I thought it would ask me what to do next, but instead it just returned to the partitioning screen. user1: looks
like your issue is that you installed windows in legacy mode, the windows disk, on a newer computer which might be EFI based,

then installed ubuntu, which is more lenient, but didn't install the bootloader, grub is in your ubuntu partition EriC^^: My
windows disk is uefi, windows 7 oh user1: did you get grub by accident? user1, then do not use the uefi windows option, which
leads to prob with grub and windows bootloader the partitioning screen is taking quite a while? BluesKaj: All I need is to install
Windows in legacy mode, without any problems, and then install Ubuntu. But I don't want to reinstall ubuntu. Is it possible to do
it from the partitioning screen in live cd? user1: yes, you can do it from the partitioning screen user1: select the ubuntu partition,
then edit it, and check mark the "boot" flag EriC^^: How do I know that it is bootable partition? user1: bootable=yes or maybe it
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is boot flag !uefi | user1 user1: UEFI is a specification that defines a software interface between an operating system and
platform firmware. It is meant as a replacement for the BIOS. For information on how to set up and install Ubuntu and its

derivatives on UEFI machines please read hi, can someone help me with a uefi install of ubuntu? my uefi is trying to install
bootloaders from dvd, but it says there is no valid bootloader to install user1, are you using W7 or Win8? hey, in virtualbox, how
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